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ABSTRACT

The present study examines the effects which final
consonants have upon the timing of the fundamental
frequency contour in words carrying the sentence
accent in Swedish. Monosyllabic test words contain-
ing both phonologically long and short vowel seg-
ments are placed in initial and final utterance
positions. Results show that the timing of the F0-
events that signal the sentence accent is dependent
on whether the consonant following the vowel is
voiced or not, especially when the vowel is phono-
logically short. The fundamental frequency fall in
the case of a short vowel followed by an unvoiced
consonant has to occur earlier than in the other
cases in order to get the frequency fall within the
vowel segment, otherwise the prosodic information
will get lost.

INTRODUCTION

The fundamental frequency contour of an utterance
is heavily influenced by the segmental composi~
tion. In investigations about the fundamental
frequency contour utterances built up of only
sonorants are often used [I] and thereby the in-
fluence of constrictions in the vocal tract isavoided or at least diminished. It is assumed thatthe fundamental frequency contour obtained in sucha way will reflect some basic pattern that is per-turbed by the segmental composition in ordinaryutterances. Most studies of the fundamental fre-quency contour are dealing with overall patternsi.e. in which syllables maxima and minima willoccur in the segmental flow [1] [2]. In models forgenerating an accurate fundamental frequency con-tour it is also necessary to take into account howthe location of the maxima and minima is affectedby the segmental composition. The exploration ofsuch effects in greater detail is hopefully ofgreat importance for the generation of syntheticspeech with a naturalness and intelligibility thatis acceptable in different types of communicationsystems. A systematic mapping of the variations ofthe locations of the extremes owing to the seg-mental setup can also be expected to provide someinsight into certain aspects of the mentalprocesses underlying the temporal organization ofspoken language.

In the present investigation the fundamentalfn-
quency contour associated with sentence accent isstudied in greater detail. The syllable strucwnand word position are systematically varied andtmeffects on the location of the extremes anexamined.

Some fundamentals of Swedish prosody

The fundamental frequency contour of a monosyHaMcword carrying sentence accent will in phrase findposition have a maximum point in the vowel foHomdby a minimum point in the vowel or the foHoMm
consonants. For a more detailed description ofth
fundamental frequency contour in differentpofi-
tions of Swedish utterances, see e.g. Bruce [1]am
Lyberg [3]. The fundamental frequency manifestafim
associated with the signalling of sentence acmm
in Swedish seems to be very similar to the come
sponding frequency manifestation in AmericanEm-
lish according to e.g. Pierrehumbert [2].TMn' are, however, discrepancies in the interpretafiu
of the underlying parameters, and in theta-minology used by the two authors Bruce am
Pierrehumbert.

Two degrees of quantity are distinctive inSm-dish, the short/long distinction. There is flua complementary distribution of phonologkfllength between vowels and consonants ustressed syllables. A long vowel is in strewn
syllables followed by a short consonant aMishort vowel by a long consonant [4].

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Speech material

A set of utterances containing one and tm”leXical main stresses was constructed. TheteStword was in the case of three-word sentences plfiwin both initial and final positions and tmsentences were pronounced either with the adword in focus or with a "neutral" stress Datum1.6: with a conscious effort of the SpeakertoaVOld Junctures and contrastive stresses.
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The test word was build up of both phonologically
short and long vowel segments in order to eluci-
date the interaction between the signalling of the
quantity distinction and the fundamental frequency
contour. In addition to that the surrounding con-
sonants were varied in a systematic way so that
both voiced and unvoiced consonants occurred in
postvocalic position. The test words were always
monosyllables and may be considered as nonsense
words. The seminonsense three-word utterances where
built up of both nonsense (test words) and seman-
tically non-anomalous words (always /sag/ saw in
English).

The inventory and syntactic structure of the test
sentences are presented in Table I. The sentences
were read in ten randomly ordered sequences by
a trained phonetician.

TABLEI

Sentences Syntactic structure

Dad

Dadd
Dat
Dad

Z
—

Z
—

U
)

U

3

Dad dad Np/ \vpDadd 8.. dadd
Dat ag dat A V/ \N

N

Datt dab: P

+ A phonologicallg short vowel is in the orthography followed bg
two consonants.

Measurements

The duration of the vowel segment in the test wordswas measured. The duration of the vowel segment isdefined as the interval between the release of theconsonant preceding the vowel (always /d/; a rapidincrease of intensity) and the occlusion of thefollowing consonant (always /d/ or /t/; a rapiddecrease of intensity).

The fundamental frequency was measured in nineequally spaced points of the vowel segment in thetest words, at the beginning, at the end, and atseven points within the vowel segment.

OBSERVATIONS

The fundamental frequency contour is in figs. 1 and2 shown for the final position of the three-wordutterances. The diagram in fig.1 shows the funda-

mental frequency contour when the utterance ispronounced with a "neutral" intonation pattern andthe diagram in fig.2 the frequency contour when
focus is assigned to the final position of theutterance. Every point in the diagrams representsa mean value of ten recordings ot the same
utterance. The maximum point and the followingminimum point of the fundamental frequency contourwill occur within the vowel segment no matterwhether the following consonant is voiced or not
and whether the vowel in question is phonologicallylong or not. The fundamental frequency contourafter the minimum point is, in the case of a phono-logically long vowel followed by an unvoiced con—
sonant or a short vowel followed by a voiced con-
sonant, more or less truncated in comparison to thefrequency curve in the case of a long vowelfollowed by a voiced consonant. When a short vowel
is followed by an unvoiced consonant the funda—mental frequency fall will occur about 20 to 30msec. earlier in the vowel segment in comparison tothe other cases.
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Fig. I The fundamental frequencg contour ofthe vowel for
different test words in final position of three—word
utterances. The utterance is pronounced with a
"neutral"intonation pattern.
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Fig_ 2 The fundamental frequency contour ofthe vowel for
different test words in final position of three-word
utterances. Focus is assigned to the final position.
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In the diagram in fig.3 the fundamental frequency

contdur is shown for the one-word utterances. The

diagram shows that mainly the same timing diffe-

rence of the fundamental frequency fall is apparent

in these utterances. When a short vowel is followed

by an unvoiced consonant the frequency fall will

happen earlier in comparison to the other cases. A

comparison between the fundamental frequency fall

of a final test word carrying sentence accent in a

three word utterance and a comparative test word in

a one-word utterance shows that the fundamental

frequency fall in the -one-word utterance will

happen later than in the three-word utterance.
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Fig. 3 The fundamental frequencg contour ofthe vowel for

. different test words in one-word utterances

When focus is assigned to the initial word position

the acoustic manifestation of the sentence intona-

tion is in the studied utterances a maximum point

of the fundamental frequency contour in the vowel

segment of the test word followed by a minimum

point, but in this case the minimum point seems to

be located outside the vowel segment (fig.4). Most
of the frequency fall is, however, still within the
vowel segment. Some limited data from another

speaker show a somewhat another strategy. For that

speaker the fundamental frequency fall is more or
less outside the vowel segment. The timing diffe-
rence of the fundamental frequency fall for the
different test words in this position is never-
theless the same as in the other word positions.

The duration of the vowel segment in the different
test words is in fig.5. shown for different focus
assignments of the three word utterances. The dia-
gram shows that final lengthening is to a great
extent dependent on the location of the focus
position. When focus is assigned to the initial
utterance position the duration of the vowel in the

final test word is shortened. The speaker seems to
have a prolongation of the vowel segment in the
initial word position when it is in focus position
that is more or less of the same magnitude as the
lengthening process in utterance final position.
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Fig.4 The fundamental frequency contour of the vowel for

different test words in initial position of three-word

utterances. focus is essog ned to the initial position_

dad dadd

—foc +foc -foc +foc

-fin 216 304 -fin 156 198

+fin 245 330 +fin 162 202

dat datt

'fOC +f0C ‘fOC +fOC

-fin 199 273 —fin 132 174

.fin 235 294 W 157 186

Fig. 5 The duration ofthe vowel segment in msec. is

shown for different combinations of focus and

utterance positions.

DISCUSSION

The main observation on the timing of the fre-

quency fall connected with the signalling of

sentence accent is that the frequency fall wiH

occur earlier in a phonologically short vowd

followed by an unvoiced consonant in relation to

the CV-boundary than in the other cases. The dura-

tion of the vowel is in this case extremely short
and the unvoiced consonant cannot convey any in-

formation about the fundamental frequency fall.
When focus is assigned to the utterance finfl
position and the final word consists of a mono-
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syllable, the frequency fall has to occur within

the vowel or within the vowel and the following
consonants. When the following consonants are
unVOlCEd’ it seems to be necessary to move the
frequency fall to an earlier point in relation to
the cV-boundary in order not to lose.the prosodic

information.

It is in non-final position possible to partly

locate the fundamental frequency fall to following
syllables and words. The speaker in this study

locates most of the frequency fall in the vowel but

alimited study of another speaker seems to support

the idea that it is a possible strategy for some

speakers to locate the minimum point of the fre-

mmncy fall in a following syllable. This is some-

fimes the case when a monosyllabic word is built up
of unvoiced consonants after the vowel. The proso-

dic information is then signalled by the change of

mamental frequency level in the successive
syHables. Similar data can be observed in American
English [5]. '

CONCLUDING REMARKS

It seems possible to assume that an underlying in-

tonation scheme. is similar for sentences with the
same prosodic pattern but built up of different
segments and words. The timing pertubations obser-
ved seem to be possible to handle by means of
adjustment rules on a more peripheral level. A
complete intonation model of a language must at
least include the following parts.

-An1mderlying intonation scheme.

-Timing perturbations owing to the' syllable
composition.

-Frequency perturbations owing to physiological
factors such as e.g. inherent pitch.

The importance of accounting fer the different
types of perturbations of the fundamental frequency
cmnour in the generation of synthetic speech to
obtfin a higher degree of naturalness and intelli-
gibflity must be determined by perceptual tests.
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